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drainpipe, tñe cluck / ot the chicken-bird" and how "the light 
: attacks /the window and the stress of the shining / does not 
ease^.The poet s insistent evocation of elemental images- the 
ķirds, the ice, the water - becomes almost incantatory, as the 
speaker seeks escape from "the frantic outside" shes trapped 
within. Moving artfully between internal desires and incisive 
observations of the external, these stunning poems radiate with 
both heat and ice. 
: ímise for In the ice house : 
nd ourselves wandering deep, deep into the world in this 
collection of sharp, startling poems - poems that often have a 
swerve at the end, sending us to the unexpected. The birds return, 
and the trees, and the ice, always the ice, but each time, new 
piercing details come into view. Though spare on the page, these 
pieces radiate a wealth born of Genevieve Kaplan s unique and 
invaluable view of the world." - Cole Swensen 
«illi 
jl^The' precise, crystalline lyrics of Genevieve Kaplans In the ice ^ house reveal that wonder exists everywhere in the habits and 
habitations of domestic space. There is no beauty so small, so 
vernacular that it escapes the illumined attention of this gifted 
^ jjoet« These are poems to read the world by." - -Peter Gizzi 
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Read our arts & culture ^ , , , _. , . ... .. . , March 1, 201 1 deadline blog, bark, at 
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REVIEW AWARDS 
AND NON F I CT I ON 
Timothy Donnelly Ron 
and Meghan Daum , judges fģlļ 111 
$1,500 TO EACH WINNER I I I i Ē 1 
$750 TO RUNNERS -UP 
PLUS PUBLICATION I  OUR Viļ ■ T I J DECEMBER 2012 ISSUE I 31111 
Submit during January 2012 ■ I il A I 
• Submit up to 7,500 words of prose (double-spaced) or 10 pages of 
poetry (one poem or several, but no more than one poem per page). 
Work must be previously unpublished. Simultaneous submissions 
are fine assuming you inform us of acceptance elsewhere. 
• Judges will select winners from a group of finalists chosen by Iowa 
Review editors. All manuscripts, whether selected as finalists or not, 
are considered for publication. 
• Manuscripts must include a cover page listing your name, address, 
e-mail address and/or telephone number, and the title of each 
work, but your name should not appear on the manuscript itself. 
• Enclose a $20 entry fee (checks payable to The Iowa Review ). Enclose 
an additional $10 for a yearlong subscription to the magazine. 
• Label your envelope as a contest entry, for example: "Contest: 
Fiction." One entry per envelope. 
• Postmark submissions between January 1 and January 31, 2012. 
• Enclose a sas e for final word on your work. Manuscripts will not 
be returned. 
• For more information on eligibility 
and conflicts of interest, please 
iowareview.org. 
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